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Why I Wrote This Book

! Environmental consultant 
! 30 years cleaning up contaminated soil, water, and air
! Aware of  our toxic lifestyle

! Fought proposed wood-burning power plants 
! Would harm environment, health, and economy
! Citizen won – but partially and temporarily
! Required took too much effort
! Battle was won by writing and speaking

! Saw our whole system needs a major overhaul
! Decided to write a book to:

! Inform people of  the dangers
! Show that we can create a sustainable world and happier lives
! Inspire people to have confidence and take action 

This?

Or
This?



We Can’t Go On Like This



The Most Exciting and Dangerous Time to Be Alive

• Technological success – led to dangerous impacts
• Ecosystems of  institutions and policies now damage:
• Environment
• Health
• Economy
• Society

• Can replace with healthy institutions and policies
• We naturally focus on problems and bad news
• Fear - a survival mechanism to look out for danger
• Crucial to see the good stuff  too – so we’re more effective and happier



Crisis is Opportunity

• Nashua River
• In death throes – could be saved
• Group effort:

• Champion: Marion Stoddart
• Still at it at age 88-89 

• Other citizens
• Polluter CEOs
• Government

• Recent election
• The crisis we need?
• Largest worldwide protest ever

• People came alive
• Strong intergenerational flavor



Rethink Assumptions and Limiting Beliefs

• It will be hard and unpleasant to create a sustainable world
• The status quo, inaction, and despair are harder

• We have to destroy the natural world in order to have economic growth
• “The economy is a wholly-owned subsidiary of  the environment.” 

Senator Gaylord Nelson
• The system is rigged and special interests call the shots
• Citizens vote
• Consumers buy

• The damage is too great
• Living things and systems have amazing capacities to heal, if  given the chance 



Rethink Assumptions and Limiting Beliefs – cont’d

• We can’t solve our environmental, health, economic, and social problems
• Humans have done so before, and without our cool tools

• Everything is separate – so we can abuse the environment and be okay
• No, everything is interconnected - examples
• Raise chickens in crowded, unsafe conditions → bird flu → humans
• Feed cows meat → mad cow disease → humans
• Contaminate water – we drink the contaminants and get sick

• Survival of  the fittest – people survive by competing for limited resources
• People survive by cooperating



We Already Have the Solutions, Capacities, and Tools

• First, decide what we really, really want
• Livable world for current and future humans and other species?
• Develop human potential – art, science, space exploration?
• Health and happiness?

• Second, act now and act often
• Individually
• Collectively
• Must work on both fronts simultaneously
• Time is our scarcest resource



Individual Actions
• Minimize environmental “footprint” – many possible specific actions in areas of:

• Food
• Electricity
• Heating and cooling
• Transportation
• Water
• Forests and wildlife
• Materials
• Investing

• Become stronger and maximize “handprint”
• Get or stay healthy
• Decide what you want and what you enjoy doing
• Develop potential and consciousness
• Do what you love

• Join hands with others



Collective Actions

• Green our technology  
• Preserve climate, water, other resources
• Reduce contamination

• Green our economy  
• Stop rewarding damaging actions such as plundering resources and polluting
• Start rewarding beneficial actions

• Restore our democracy  
• Or else government will not protect the interests of  regular people and the environment

• Create social equality  
• For example, without women equal to men, we won’t succeed:

• Population growth
• Wasted talent
• Violence, lack of  cooperation



Example Actions in One Area: Food

• Individual actions
• Opt for organically grown, whole food
• Reduce meat consumption
• Reduce food waste
• Grow food and cook at home

• Collective actions
• Stop subsidizing junk food
• Close the revolving door 
• Require stricter food labeling
• Promote local, organic, humane production
• Have gardens at schools
• Educate the public

This?

Or 
This?



Why We Can Succeed – Our Assets

• Awesome resumé of  past success
• Vast experience living sustainably 
• Hardwired by evolution to care and cooperate - to survive and help our 

children survive
• Amazing toolbox of  technologies, information, communication
• Longer and larger lives than ever - expanded opportunities and 

information
• Democracy
• Intellectual freedom



Why We Can Succeed – Our Assets

• Desire for change 
• Vision and experience creating change – residing in elders
• An abundant universe – e.g., more energy shining in than we could ever 

use
• Low-hanging fruit abounds - for quick results and momentum
• We can consciously choose hope and positivity
• Helping to create a sustainable world feels satisfying and even fun 
• Actions can simultaneously help us, our environment, and our economy
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• Book
• Huffington Post articles

• Free environmental petition-signing service
• Connect on Facebook and LinkedIn

• Contact me



Credits

• Logging at the Quabbin Reservation: Chris Matera
• Not logging at the Quabbin Reservation: Chris Matera
• Population: Our World In Data. https://ourworldindata.org/world-population-growth/
• Carbon dioxide: Scripps Institution of  Oceanography, University of  California, San Diego. 

Based on numerous data sets referenced at 
https://scripps.ucsd.edu/programs/keelingcurve/2015/05/12/what-does-this-number-
mean/

• Paddle wave photo: Hugh F. Stoddart
• Toolbox: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Toolbox_(226362564).jpg
• Farmer in a field of  industrially grown lettuce: Istockphoto.com/Bubbers13.
• Will Harris, owner of  White Oak Pastures, and grass-fed cows: White Oak Pastures


